
The Story of J.W. Singer & Sons, Frome

Made in Frome

F rom the humble beginnings of a simple request for a 
pair of brass candlesticks in 1848, the J.W. Singer & Sons 
foundry at Waterloo went on to produce some of the 

most iconic statues around the British Isles and across the 
globe, employing at its height a workforce of seven hundred. 
Through skill and ingenuity, John Webb Singer amassed 
knowledge and made use of every opportunity to train 
himself and his workforce. He was the perfect example of 
paternalistic Victorian industry and enterprise, and although 
heavily influenced by his many trips to Europe, he was made 
and shaped in Frome. In turn, Singer shaped, embellished 
and enriched Frome. 

The story we are able to tell here was so nearly lost to 
history but for the quick thinking of Singer’s employee 
Steve Francis. Apprenticed to Singer’s at the age of 16, Steve 
became Senior Design Engineer and retired in 2018 after 51 
years of service. At some point in the 1970s, during a clear 
out at the foundry offices – the building that still exists on 
the corner of West End and Waterloo – Steve was alerted 
by a loud crashing and found that boxes of glass plate 
negatives were being thrown from the top floor window 
into a skip on the street below. Realising the value of what 
was being thrown away, he hurriedly suggested that if 
the glass plates were no longer wanted, they be donated 

to Frome Museum. There are over 3,000 surviving glass 
plate negatives and photographs, the earliest of which are 
collodion negatives dating from the 1860s when Singer 
moved into his purpose-built foundry at Waterloo. 

The archive is evidence that Singer’s were also leaders in 
their use of photography and, whilst not documented, we 
have to assume that this was due to John Webb Singer’s 
knowledge and desire to harness this relatively new 
technology. Whether it was ecclesiastical, domestic or 
statuary, an example of every piece of work would be 
photographed before it departed the foundry, usually 
against a movable white backdrop. It is not always the 
object being photographed that is of most interest to us 
now, but the asides at the edge of the frame showing details 
of the workshops and craftsmen or statues in waiting, as can 
be seen opposite with a lamp post upstaged by the statues 
of Boudica and Oliver Cromwell on either side. 
 
Although Singer’s ceased casting statues in 1927, the 
company continues to operate in Frome, now owned by 
Johnson Controls and based on Handlemaker Road. And 
now through this wonderful archive of images, two hundred 
years after his birth, we are able to celebrate the vision and 
legacy of John Webb Singer. 

John Webb Singer and his wife Sarah, taken in the 1890s



An ornate lamp post, with the iconic public statues of Boudica and Cromwell 
on either side, being photographed prior to departure, circa 1899



A rare photograph of John Webb Singer (right) in the foundry 
surrounded by his skilled workforce, including Flemish 
craftsmen. It may have been taken to mark the casting of Peace 
by the sculptor Edward Onslow Ford (in cravat), which was cast at 
Singer’s circa 1890 and bought by the Walker Art Gallery in 1891

Taken around 1910, this image is a testament to John Webb 
Singer’s vision for the foundry he created in 1848, showing it at 
the very height of both its skill and fame. Here we see statues 
that started their life as a drawing in an artist’s sketchbook,  
and having been through many stages are now complete, cast 
in bronze and awaiting departure to plinths in towns and cities 
throughout the British Isles and across the globe. 

In this one room, we can identify Baron Chesham by John 
Tweed, which stands in Market Square Aylesbury; Sir Daniel 

Dixon, one time Mayor of Belfast, by Hamo Thornycroft, which 
stands in the grounds of Belfast City Hall; Sir George Livesey, 
pioneer of gas production and storage, by Frederick Pomeroy, 
situated at the now closed Livesey Museum, London; four of 
the eight lions by John Macallan Swan that form part of the 
Rhodes Memorial in Cape Town, and just a few of the 150 lion 
head mooring rings by Gilbert Bayes that adorn the Thames 
Embankment next to the former County Hall in London



In the Beginning

T he story of J.W. Singer & Sons begins with a pair of 
candlesticks. In 1848, responding to a request from a 
vicar of a local village church, Singer cast a pair of brass 

candlesticks, reputedly using turnips as moulds. While we 
don’t have an image of those original candlesticks, the ones 
shown opposite are a beautiful example of the type of work 
being produced by Singer in the early days of the foundry. 

Singer was the youngest son of Joseph, a local architect 
and builder, and Nancy. After the death of his father when 
he was only three, his mother had no option but to send 
him to the Blue Coat Charity School to be educated. He 
would never forget this start to his educational life, and 
as a successful businessman he supported those who 
had attended the Blue Coat School like himself, through 
apprenticeships at J.W. Singer & Sons. 

On leaving school at fifteen, Singer spent some time in 
London where he noticed the popularity of clocks and 
watches and spied a business opportunity. He returned to 
Frome and secured an apprenticeship for five years with the 
established watch- and clockmaker, Mr Pitt. He managed 
Pitt’s business before starting his own as a watch- and 
clockmaker, and jeweller, in 1848. But it was in 1851 – with his 
move to 25 Market Place, which would be his shop, workshop 
and home for over 30 years and where you can still see 
“Singer.” engraved on the glass lintel above the door – that 
Singer really established himself and his “Art Metal Works”.  

A pocket watch, an early work by John Webb Singer 
most likely to have been produced and sold from his 
shop at 25 Market Place

 John Webb Singer’s shop, workshop and home  
at 25 Market Place, Frome, circa 1865



Candlesticks – early examples of Singer’s ornate ecclesiastical 
work. This image is from one of the early glass plate negatives 
that survive from the foundry



Ornate brass chancel gate still in situ, St John’s Church FromeChalice designed and manufactured by J.W. Singer & Sons

The timing was perfect. The 1850s saw the Gothic Revival 
and the Oxford Movement sweeping the country, which led 
to churches being overhauled and embellished with more 
ornament and decoration. One of the main proponents was 
the Reverend Bennett, who became a close friend of Singer 
after being appointed vicar of St. John’s Church in Frome. 
His thorough renovation and remodelling of St John’s, 
mirrored in churches throughout the British Isles, provided 
Singer’s with a constantly full order book and was the 
mainstay of their work for the next forty years. The orders 
also enabled Singer to give expression in metal work to his 
love of art and aesthetics – much nurtured by the more 
than fifty trips to Europe he made over his lifetime.   
Singer’s reputation for ecclesiastical work soon became 
widespread, as highlighted in this quote from Samuel 
Cuzner, writing in the 1865 Handbook to Frome Selwood:

Nearly 100 places of worship and other public edifices have 
been supplied by Singer … from Cornwall to Cumberland. 
Hundreds of candlesticks etc of exquisite workmanship 
have been sent to Oxford alone.

The company’s printed material advertised that they 
produced “specialities as Eagle Lecterns and Memorial 
Brasses”, as well as alms dishes, altar crosses, altar rails and 

chalices. Magnificent altar crosses can be found in Ripon, 
Salisbury, Gloucester and Madras Cathedrals. Additionally, 
in Salisbury Cathedral, the altar candlesticks and sanctuary 
gates; in Lincoln Cathedral, cast bronze effigies and in the 
then newly built Westminster Cathedral, the chancel screen. 
Singer’s obituary in the Somerset Standard in 1904 states 
that over 600 churches were lit by Singer’s, either by candle, 
oil or gas, including Bristol Cathedral. Some of these will 
have been with electroliers – chandeliers lit by electric light 
– for which the firm took out a patent in 1895.  

John Webb Singer was a “man of the church”, in his case St. 
John’s, where he was churchwarden at various times and 
was for many years responsible for the maintenance of the 
clock. Singer did some of his earliest work for St John’s, 
including the intricate brass chancel gates, which are still 
visible today. His death was announced by the tolling of the 
bell of St. John’s Church the morning after, on Friday 6th 
May 1904. Singer’s obituary describes that on the day of his 
funeral, workers of the Art Metal Works lined up on either 
side of the drive to his home at Knoll House, to pay their 
respects as he was brought out in a massive oak coffin of 
medieval design “with handsome brass furniture and a large 
brass Latin cross made at the Works”. 

Singer’s catalogue advertising their ecclesiastical workExample of a processional cross, one of many that went 
to churches  and cathedrals throughout the British Isles 



Hive of Industry

A n article in the British Trade Journal describes in 
incredible detail a visit they paid to J.W. Singer & Sons 
in 1884. It paints a vivid picture of all the different 

areas of expertise that John Webb Singer had brought 
together under one roof. The opening paragraph gives a sense 
of what it must have been like: 

Entering the manufactory by way of the handsome 
showroom we find ourselves at once in a hive of industry, 
the din and clatter of the artisans’ resonant hammers 
indicating that work is never allowed to stand still. 

The description of the smith’s shop is particularly evocative:

Amid the din and roar of the furnaces there was a 
cheerfulness prevalent … as we entered the clang of 
hammer resounded on the anvils, and the ‘red flames lit 
the air’, reminding the observer of those poetic effusions 
eulogising the Viking Blacksmith.

But the “din” also included: sand casting ornamental 
parts for chandeliers, plaques and handles for large vases; 
candlesticks being finished on lathes in the polishing 
department; altar crosses being cut from brass, alms dishes 
being knocked and shaped out of a flat piece of brass; 
chasing and engraving (some of which was done with a 
state-of-the-art engraving machine); and a department 
devoted purely to repoussé work.

Repoussé work is the process of hammering the reverse of 
the metal to create a design in low relief and it had rarely 
been practised in Britain when Singer first introduced it 
into his works. Singer’s many trips to the continent and the 
contacts he made there enabled him to bring highly skilled 
craftsmen from Belgium, France and Switzerland to train the 
Frome workforce. This gave them the edge in all the areas 
of metal working, as described in the British Trade Journal 
article, and made the art world take note of the foundry.

A view of  J.W. Singer & Sons with the foundry’s trademark 
eagle lecterns and altar crosses being worked on

Singer’s headed paper proudly advertising their 
ecclesiastical and domestic work and their prizes  
at national and international exhibitions



A brass and copper rosewater dish which highlights the many 
skills of the Singer’s craftsmen, including that of repoussé work



But it was the foundry’s statuary that caught the attention 
of the most well-known sculptors of the day. In the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, Belgium was home to the 
most thriving and skilled art bronze foundries, and there 
was some disquiet in Britain about works having to be sent 
to the continent to be cast. Singer’s men trained under the 
Belgian craftsmen brought to the Frome foundry by John 
Webb Singer, gaining expertise first in sand moulding, but 
then also in the “cire perdue” or “lost wax” method, almost 
unheard of in Britain at this time. 

In October 1888, John Webb Singer met with twenty 
sculptors at the London studio of Edward Onslow Ford, 
who had just been elected a Royal Academician. Singer told 
them he had added a well-equipped statue foundry to his 
existing works, which included two large cupola furnaces 
to melt bronze, and a large crane. He also informed them 
that Singer’s were able to start casting using the lost wax 
process, which was well suited to smaller and more detailed 
work. Many sculptors – including Onslow Ford himself – had 
started to publish small replicas of their works, so Singer’s 
timing was perfect again.

Sculptors at the meeting included Hamo Thornycroft, 
Alfred Drury and Thomas Brock, who all went on to have 
work cast at Singer’s. By November, Thornycroft was already 
in Frome working on one of the panels for his statue of 
General Gordon that was bound for Melbourne. But it 
was another statue of Gordon by Onslow Ford – his first 
work cast at Singer’s – that would forever leave a lasting 
impression on the town.

General Gordon riding on a camel, commissioned by the 
Royal Engineers for the Brompton Barracks at Chatham, 
was first exhibited at the Royal Academy and subsequently 
unveiled at Chatham in 1890 by the Prince of Wales. As with 
all of the large statues, it was cast in parts, but this statue 
contained many details – the refined face, ornamented 
jacket, rattan cane, intricate saddlebag tassels and the 
camel’s harness – that challenged the Singer’s workforce 
skill in the use of the lost wax method. The final re-
assembling of both Gordon and his camel in the mounting 
shop necessitated the roof being raised to accommodate 
the statue. Forever after, this area of the foundry was known 
as the “camel shed”. 

Edward Onslow Ford’s impressive statue of General Gordon, 
one of the first large-scale statues cast at Singer’s

View of the main sand foundry, showing the heavy duty gantry 
crane employed for lifting the huge sand moulds, circa 1897

Edward Onslow Ford working on the model of the camel 
for his statue of General Gordon for Brompton Barracks, 
cast at Singer’s in 1890



Of Monuments and Statues

W hen statue production fully got underway, Singer’s 
were able to showcase their many years of training 
in both the sand and lost wax methods of casting. 

Until this point the largest castings undertaken had been 
eagle lecterns, effigies on tombs and memorials for churches. 
With their highly prized skill in both these methods, Singer’s 
now found themselves at the very heart of the art world. The 
Great Western Railway would bring either the plaster casts 
taken from sculptors’ studios, or in the case of smaller works, 
the models themselves. With the large statues, these casts 
would be in sections carefully packed in crates of straw. This 
is no doubt how Boudica and Her Daughters – unveiled on 
the Thames Embankment in 1902 and one of the most iconic 
works brought to the foundry – would have arrived in Frome. 
The main image opposite shows the assembling of the work so 
that none of the joins – which can be seen on Boudica and her 
daughters’ arms, and on the horses’ necks and legs – is visible; 
the finished bronze, once chased, then appears to be seamless.  

Started by Thomas Thornycroft in the 1850s, this complex 
piece, often called the Boudica Group, was also worked on by 
the sculptor Mary Thornycroft (Thomas’s wife) and their son 
Hamo, who had more of his work cast at Singer’s than any other 
sculptor. Boudica is the statue mentioned most frequently by 
those who worked at Singer’s at the time, and is also one of the 
most photographed. John White, who went on to be foundry 
manager, can be seen in his trademark bowler hat on the far left 
in the image of Boudica being re-assembled (main image) and 
in the centre working on the statue of King Alfred (opposite). 
He later described the procession that took place for Queen 
Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897, when one of Boudica’s 
horses was hoisted onto a cart and drawn by five horses up Bath 
Street. Statues departed the foundry on a regular basis and they 
must have been an impressive sight for the people of Frome; 
it is said that they regularly lined the streets and waved the 
statues on their way to the railway station. 

Model room at Singer’s with both plaster and wax models. 
On the shelves are wax models of The Mower and The 
Sluggard statuettes which Singer’s cast in editions

John White works on the 20ft high statue of King Alfred 
by Hamo Thornycroft. In view are also the figure of 
Boudica, and Gladstone by Mario Reggi, circa 1901



Boudica and Her Daughters being re-assembled prior to departure from 
Singer’s, circa 1897. On the right is D.W. Stevenson’s 9 ft high statue of 
Robert Burns unveiled in Leith, Edinburgh, in 1898, and in the centre 
foreground is Alfred Drury’s panel marking the opening of the Blackwall 
Tunnel in 1897. Also pictured next to the statue of Burns is a statuette of 
Frederic, Lord Leighton’s The Sluggard, which Singer’s cast in editions



Scene in one of the chasing, or fitting, shops at Singer’s where 
statues were finished and assembled, circa 1905. Among those 
pictured is Hamo Thornycroft’s statue of W.E. Gladstone for 
The Strand, being worked on by John White, one of the many 

Queen Victoria statues that Singer’s cast in the years following 
her death, and the head of Alfred, Lord Tennyson by G.F. Watts, 
part of his memorial statue situated outside Lincoln Cathedral 
(unveiled in 1905)

Hamo Thornycroft was a highly prolific and successful 
sculptor who chose Singer’s to cast the majority of his  
work for nearly forty years. His relationship with the 
foundry started in 1888 when he brought one of the relief 
panels for his statue of General Gordon (Melbourne) for  
a trial casting. Many more castings followed, including  
the Oliver Cromwell that still stands outside the Houses 
of Parliament, King Alfred in Winchester, William Gladstone 
on The Strand, the Curzon Memorial in Kolkata (Calcutta) 
and one of Thornycroft’s last major works, the Luton War 

Memorial, which was cast at Singer’s in 1922 just three  
years before his death. 

This period at the end of Victoria’s reign and into the 
Edwardian era saw a proliferation of grand public statues 
in towns and cities across the British Isles and throughout 
the Empire. Residents of Frome would have become used 
to seeing the toing and froing from Frome railway station. It 
was one thing to deliver the plaster models and casts, but 
quite another the completed bronzes. 

Hamo Thornycroft with his 20ft plaster model  
of King Alfred, cast at Singer’s in 1901

Page of Hamo Thornycroft’s diary showing his first 
visit to the Frome foundry to try out Singer’s casting 
skills on his work



T he plaster model of Frederick Pomeroy’s imposing 
figure of Justice, which crowns the dome of the Old 
Bailey, appeared in The Illustrated London News, 

where it stated Justice measured 20 feet in height and 15 
feet across her outstretched arms, holding a sword in her 
right hand and the scales of justice in her left. But at some 
point Singer’s had to increase the size of the statue; quite 
how this was done is not recorded. The minutes of the 
Central Criminal Court Committee, who oversaw the newly 
commissioned building, reported that an extra charge was 
incurred due to the original size of the statue not being 
sufficient for its important position. This is the gilt bronze 
figure of Justice we are familiar with today and she is 
actually 12 feet high and weighs 22 tonnes.

The eight enormous lions by John Macallan Swan that form 
part of the Rhodes Memorial in Cape Town were cast over 
a two-year period at Singer’s. Only one plaster pattern of 
a lion was used (main image opposite) to make the cast 
used for the finished bronzes, but as the lions flank the 
approach to the memorial, four on each side, the tail was 
cast separately, to lie either to the left or to the right. The 
whole process could be fraught with difficulty even for 
experienced founders – Alfred Parrott, one such founder, 
would recall later how during the casting the mould flew to 
pieces due to its incredible weight and unusual design. 

But for scale, nothing quite compares to the 50-foot statue 
of Sir John Macdonald in Montreal. This enormous statue of 
the Canadian Premier was one of many large-scale works – 
including the Rhodes lions – that were sent between 1889 
and 1924 to Australia, Canada, India, China, South Africa and 
even as far afield as Tasmania. Some of these are Boer War 
memorials, monuments to Queen Victoria, including this one 
(right) that stands outside the Parliament Building in Victoria, 
British Columbia, Cecil Rhodes and General Gordon. 

The cleaning of Pomeroy’s figure of Justice, high up on 
the Old Bailey in 1938

One of many Queen Victorias cast at Singer’s, this 
one bound for outside the Parliament Building, in 
Victoria, British Columbia. Cast in 1914 and eventually 
unveiled in 1921. Behind can be seen the statue 
of Field Marshal Earl Roberts on his horse Volonel, 
unveiled in Glasgow in 1916

Putting the finishing touches to the Cardiff City Hall 
dragon, the only known statue in Wales cast at Singer’s



The plaster model of a lion used to cast all eight of the Rhodes 
Memorial lions, Cape Town, circa 1910



It is usual to know the names of the sculptors whose works 
the foundry cast, but the bronze founders are not often 
named, and even less so the foundry men. We are aware 
of some of Singer’s employees such as Alfred Parrott, from 
newspaper cuttings of interviews. Parrott was educated at 
the Blue Coat School like John Webb Singer himself, and 
apprenticed at J.W. Singer & Sons – a career path that Singer 
had set out for boys like himself coming from the Blue Coat 
School. In 1947, Parrott describes how as a fourteen-year-
old apprentice he made the scimitar and the hands on the 
Gladstone Memorial (1905) and how the following year he 
was responsible for the sword and the scales that the figure 
of Justice holds aloft. 

“People never know the backroom boys,” he says. “It’s our 
job to keep in the background. We do the work for artists, 
sculptors, architects, draughtsmen. Take the Royal Academy 

now. I’ve cast a lot of the bronze heads and figures there, 
but of course the signature is the sculptor’s.”

Alfred Parrott’s name appears on a scrap of paper slipped 
into a Singer’s catalogue in Frome Museum, listing the Frome 
men and their roles in casting Mercury by the sculptor 
Alfred Stanley Young. Originally carved in ash as a finial for 
a building on the Gray’s Inn Road in London – where it can 
still be seen – with just the staff cast in bronze, Singer’s then 
came to an arrangement with the sculptor to cast it for re-
sale. From the illustration in the Singer’s catalogue it could 
be purchased in either lead or bronze. Parrott’s work on 
Mercury was as a moulder, for which he was paid 12 pounds, 
10 shillings and 3 pence for 136½ hours’ work. The scrap of 
paper provides a rare and valuable insight, not only into the 
names of some of the Singer’s craftsmen, but also into the 
hours and wages involved in completing a bronze statue.

View of the chasing shop with statues being finished off. 
In the foreground H.C. Fehr’s Welsh dragon for the dome 
of Cardiff City Hall and behind Alfred Drury’s statue of 
Queen Victoria for Bradford, circa 1904

Singer’s catalogue with the figure of Mercury by Arthur 
Stanley Young, available in either bronze or lead. The original 
figure – carved from ash but with a bronze staff cast at 
Singer’s – was commissioned for Willing House on the Gray’s 
Inn Road, London, 1910, where it can still be seen

Piece of paper attached to a Singer’s catalogue showing 
hours spent moulding and chasing Stanley Young’s 
figure of Mercury in bronze. The sculptor received a 
royalty of £8 on each bronze sold



In Memoriam

One of five friezes by Alice Meredith Williams for the 
Scottish National War Memorial at Edinburgh Castle

T he foundry in the 1920s was busy with orders for 
memorials to those who had lost their lives during the 
First World War. The large dramatic angel being worked 

on (main image opposite) is the Shanghai War Memorial by 
Henry Charles Fehr, which was unveiled in February 1924. 
Known in Chinese as the “European War Victory Memorial” 
or the “Angel of Peace”, it attracted controversy amongst 
locals in Shanghai as it omitted an inscription to the Chinese 
dead who joined the allied side in 1917. It was removed by the 
civic authorities during the Second World War and only the 
smashed remains of the side panels have survived. 

At the rear of the foundry is St George Slaying the Dragon 
by Charles Hartwell, a pupil of Hamo Thornycroft. It was 
unveiled in Eldon Square in Newcastle in 1923; an appropriate 
memorial since the crest of the Northumberland Fusiliers 
depicts St George and the Dragon. 

Against the wall on the far left waiting to be finished off 
is another St George, by artist Alice Meredith Williams for 
the Queenstown (Komani) Memorial in South Africa, which 
commemorates the 148 men from the Eastern Cape who lost 
their lives fighting in France. Singer’s cast the work by August 
1923 before it began its long journey via ship, to be unveiled 
in July 1924. 

Largely overlooked until now, Meredith Williams is 
responsible for some of the most highly skilled and 
outstanding memorial work cast at Singer’s in this post-war 
period, and the list of her work is impressive. As well as the 

Queenstown Memorial, Meredith Williams created The Spirit 
of the Crusaders in 1924 (Paisley War Memorial) and much 
of the scheme at the Scottish National War Memorial at 
Edinburgh Castle, including the remarkable frieze panels, all 
of which were cast at Singer’s. 

The only glass plate negative that survives solely of her work 
is of one of the Edinburgh friezes awaiting departure in 1927 
(above), making it one of the last major works to be cast 
at Singer’s. It depicts a First World War procession, with a 
representative of every rank and unit, and every weapon and 
piece of equipment used during the war, in immense detail. It 
must have meant a great deal to the workforce at Singer’s, many 
of whom had served in the units represented in the panels.

The casting of statuary had been put on hold with the 
declaration of war in 1914; the focus of manufacturing was now 
on the war effort, and Singer’s hoped to win orders for this 
work. This also coincided with Singer’s merging with Spital and 
Clark of Birmingham, their closest competitors. This would 
have made a combined workforce of nearly 400, but workers 
were needed for Midlands munitions factories; in Frome many 
men also enlisted – including several valuable apprentices 
– and the workforce shrunk to just over 100. However, with 
the first government order in 1915 for casting metalwork 
for munitions and the subsequent ongoing demand, the 
workforce swelled dramatically to over 700 men and women. 
This necessitated an extension to the existing foundry and 
also the purchase of, and expansion into, the Market Hall – the 
building now known as the Cheese & Grain.



A view of the foundry busy with the work of finishing off war 
memorials, circa 1923. The Shanghai War Memorial Angel (right),  
St George and the Dragon (at the rear), and the Queenstown 
(Komani) Memorial (far left)



Once peace was declared, it wasn’t long before orders for war 
memorials of every shape and size started to come in from 
towns and villages, schools and churches, the military and 
governments, at home and abroad. This was when Frome’s 
own war memorial – “Charlie Robbins” – was cast. It is 
unusual amongst First World War “soldier memorials” for the 
model being known: Singer’s employee Charlie Robbins, who 
fought with the Gloucester regiment, survived and returned 
to take up his work at the foundry. He was chosen by the 
sculptor Edgar Thomas Earp as his model in 1922.

On 27th May 1927, Edgar Singer published an announcement 
in the Somerset Standard which told of the statuary casting 
side of the business from J.W. Singer & Sons being transferred 

to the Morris Art Bronze Foundry in London, with the new 
firm becoming known as the Morris Singer Company: 

Owing to his lifelong association with the town and his 
intimate connection with the business founded over 70 
years ago by J.W. Singer, Mr Edgar Singer naturally regrets 
the changes which in the opinion of his co-directors are 
necessary and unavoidable.

This move, due in part to geography and distance from raw 
material supplies, marked the end of the era of the art metal 
side of the business that John Webb Singer began in 1848 
with his casting of candlesticks.

Alice Meredith Williams in her studio working on the model 
of the St George and the Dragon for the Queenstown 
(Komani) Memorial which was cast at Singer’s in 1924

View of Singer’s with the Shepherd’s Bush War memorial by 
Henry Charles Fehr and, lying on its side, one of the soldier 
memorials by Edgar Thomas Earp that became the Frome 
War Memorial in 2014

The finished bronze by Alice Meredith Williams,  
Spirit of the Crusaders (The Paisley War Memorial),  
at Singer’s, circa 1924 



Family of Artists

A fter seeing the prize-winning Singer’s showcase at  
the 1878 Paris Exhibition, one Professor Archer writes: 

The fact that we have in Mr Singer and his family, who work 
with him, artists who have travelled all over Europe to gain 
instruction and improve their knowledge of art, and that they, 
in the quiet of a comparatively small country town, work out 
their ideas, aided only by native workmen, is not a common 
one. And it is a hopeful sign when we see this band of real 
artists doing good work and bringing credit on their country. 

John Webb Singer had two sons, Walter Herbert and Edgar 
Ratcliffe, and a daughter, Amy. All three had the education 
that Singer himself would have loved, attending the South 
Kensington Art Schools, then housed in what is now the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, with access to all collections, 
including the sculpture court. They studied under the  
French émigré sculptor Jules Dalou, and all three went on  
to produce work in their own right.  

Herbert won a travelling scholarship from The Goldsmiths 
Company and was the designer who won Singer’s silver and 
bronze medals, for an elaborate brass and copper rosewater 
dish and an ornate mural brass respectively at the Paris 
Exhibition. In Edgar’s sketchbook we can see the influence 
of work he viewed in the collections of the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, which then found its way into work 
designed at the foundry. 

Up until recently, Amy has been the least documented of 
John Webb Singer’s children, despite having gone on to study 
sculpture in Paris at the Académie Colarossi in 1882, where 
she shared a studio with the now renowned sculptor Camille 
Claudel. Camille and Amy’s studio patron was Auguste Rodin, 
with whom John Webb Singer corresponded in 1885, thanking 
him for the lessons and advice Amy received. 

The Singer family with Camille Claudel, photographed outside 
the family home North Hill Cottage. From left to right (standing): 
Camille Claudel, Amy Singer, Edgar Singer. Seated are Sarah and 
John Webb Singer with their granddaughter Beryl

Page from Edgar Singer’s sketchbook during his time at the South 
Kensington Schools with drawings of heraldic crests that influenced 
the design of work at Singer’s

An article in The Art Journal describing a silver 
clock case designed by Herbert Singer



In this newly discovered image of Amy in her studio in Frome, we see 
her surrounded by her work, and working on a bust of her father John 
Webb Singer. She exhibited at the Royal Academy throughout the 
1880s and her sitters were men of standing, well known in their field of 
expertise, including General Sir Charles Staveley, Commander of British 
troops in China and Hong Kong, the Reverend George Tugwell, an 
expert on marine life, and Samuel Carter Hall, editor of The Art Journal 

Hamo Thornycroft’s letter to his wife Agatha, written  
on his first night in Frome with the Singer family

Monday night, Nov 19. 88

Dearest

I got to Frome here about 7 as the GWR train was late, 
and I found Mr Herbert Singer awaiting me at the station. 
We drove through the old picturesque town (quite 
foreign, by gas light at any rate) and were soon landed 
here in a lovely old house chock-full of curiosities of art 
on a small scale, bits of brass and china from every land. 

Mr and Mrs Singer senior are a nice old couple and most 
hospitable, and some little habits which came out on 
arriving of my toilet implements which I had left behind, 
have bought everything one could desire, even a half 
dozen new tooth brushes. 

Miss Singer is a clever cheery girl, is I think sensibly 
aesthetic and as you know a sculptor. The man she is 
engaged to is staying in the house, and we had some 
good stories in the smoking room tonight.



Amy’s time in Paris was cut short due to her father 
suffering a serious illness in 1885; she returned to Frome 
to be with him and her family. Her correspondence with 
Rodin survives in the Musée Rodin in Paris, and it is clear 
that she was hugely frustrated by this turn of events. As 
this letter she wrote to Rodin shows (below), she was 
desperate to get back to her life in Paris with Camille 
and her fellow English studio partners at 117 rue Notre 
Dame des Champs, their street in Montparnasse which 
was at the very heart of the Parisian art world.

However, Camille Claudel and fellow studio partner 
Jessie Lipscomb came to stay with Amy and her family 
in Frome the following year, in July 1886. Jessie may 
well be the photographer of the group photo taken 
outside North Hill Cottage, the Singer family home. 
Camille stayed on after Jessie left, enjoying day trips to 
Bath and Bristol with the family. She also had a tour of 
both the Frome Art School and the foundry premises 
at Waterloo. This was just prior to the casting of large-
scale statuary, but Camille would have seen sand 
casting of smaller pieces. 

Amy’s last documented sculpture is a terracotta bust of 
her future father-in-law, the Reverend Whitwell Elwin, 
that she exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1887. 

Un petit mot

My dear Sir,

Miss Lipscomb should know that you are kindly going 
to give her lessons, as I wrote to her on receiving 
your last letter; she will in all probability have gone 
to Mad. Rey, 41 Rue la Fontaine Auteuil, because she 
wrote to me saying that she had decided to stay 
there, the same place where I had stayed. 
Thank you kindly, my father is a little better, although 
I am bored and doing nothing, forever paying visits; 
I am at this moment supposed to be paying another 
one, but luckily I have a cold, and am just waiting for 
a good moment to return to Paris – I am so jealous  
of everyone who is there right now. 

With my warmest regards,

Amy Mary Singer

Frome, Somerset, Oct 5th 1885

Photograph thought to be of Camille Claudel

Letter written by Amy Singer to Auguste Rodin from 
Frome in October 1885. She had returned to attend 
her father who was obviously very ill

In 1889 she married Fountain Elwin – a descendant of 
Pocahontas – in St. John’s Church, Frome, and after a short 
spell in Dorset, they returned to the Elwin family home of 
Booton Hall in Norfolk, where she lived until her death in 1941. 

In 1899 Singer made J.W. Singer & Sons a private limited 
liability company, offering shares to the craftsmen and giving 
over direction to Herbert and Edgar. Herbert, his wife Kate 
and two daughters, lived at The Conigre, a house just a stone’s 
throw from the foundry, off West End. Edgar continued to live 
with his father at Knoll House on Gentle Street, close to St. 
John’s Church. Following John Webb Singer’s death it remained 
his home until his own death in 1947. 
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In the Beginning

Image of Singer’s pocket watch.  
Reproduced courtesy of Andy Baillie. 

Hive of Industry

SHC DD-LW-239(11) Singer’s headed paper and SHC DD-LW-239(2) Edward 
Onslow Ford working on his model of Gordon’s camel.   
Reproduced with kind permission of the South West Heritage Trust. 

General Gordon on his camel.   
Image courtesy of the Archive of Sculptors’ Papers, Leeds Museums & Galleries.

Of Monuments and Statues

Page of Hamo Thornycroft’s diary showing his visit to Frome, and plaster model 
of King Alfred with Thornycroft.  
Images Courtesy of the Archive of Sculptors’ Papers, Leeds Museums & Galleries.

Pomeroy’s figure of Justice on the Old Bailey.   
Image courtesy of Getty Images.

In Memoriam

Alice Meredith Williams at work in her studio and Alice Meredith Williams’s 
Spirit of the Crusaders at Singer’s.  
Images courtesy of Phyllida Shaw. 

Family of Artists

SHC DD-LW-239(4) Article in The Art Journal describing a clock designed by 
Herbert Singer, and SHC DD-LW-239(1) Amy Singer in her studio.  
Reproduced with kind permission of the South West Heritage Trust. 

Letter written by Hamo Thornycroft from Frome in 1888.  
Image courtesy of the Archive of Sculptors’ Papers, Leeds Museums & Galleries.

Letter written by Amy Singer to Auguste Rodin, 1885. Reproduced courtesy of the 
Musée Rodin, Paris. 


